Just because
you're paranoid
doesn't mean
they aren't
really out to
get you.

VOLUME XXXI

CAMPAIGN ISSUE*

If you can't get
your work done
in 24 hours,
you'll just have
to work
overtime.

*We wanted to comment on the BIG DATE but there was so
little to arouse us we couldn't get one up.
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SPOCK: Pediatrics, Peace And Politics
" Those people who call me
permissive don 't know what they 're
talking about," say s Dr. Benjamin
Spock, pediatrician and author of
the best selling Baby and Child
Care . "Parents should be clear and
definite,
not
submissive
or
hesitant," he insists, emphasizing
the importance of parental control.
Asked about corporal punishment,
he replies, "You don't have to use
it if you have control. Children
want to model their parents. It
really isn't necessary to maintain an
atmosphere of constant disapproval
and oppression."
In addressing an MCG audience
on October 6, the world famous
pediatrician and author elaborated
his more recent philosophies with
regard to child-rearing.
A graduate of Yale and the
College of Phy sicians and Surgeons
at Columbia, he was a practicing
pediatrician for many years before
joining the faculty at Case Western
Reserve. He is now retired from
medicine but active in politics and
public speaking.
On the changing family, Spock
notes that he had originally written
Baby and Child Care for the
mother, assuming that fathers
wo uld
have
a
secondary
child-rearing role . "But today the
mother is just as entitled to a career
as the father" and in families where
both parents work, he feels both
parents must share the raising of
the children and the household
duties. " How to manage full-time
careers for mother and father is still
somewhat an unsolved problem,"
he says, "especially while the
children are younger than three
years old. The first two years are
the most important for the
development
of
the
child's
personality. At this time, it is
determined whether a person will
be a pessimist or optimist,
personable or aloof, trusting or not
trusting." Day care can help if it is
done properly. Small groups of

children with a well-trained teacher
are required. "It will be expensive,"
he admits. "The parents of America
need to fight for day care and be
willing t o pay for it."
Spock has been influenced by
the women's movement. After
constant heckling from women on
aspects of his book, he now agrees
that some of the criticism is
justified. "I now believe that there
should be no discrimination on
toys. A child of three should be
allowed to have a doll or truck
depending only on its own
preference, not its sex." Also he
feels the chores given children
should not differentiate between
sexes. The boys should be assigned
some of the household duties and
the girls should do their share of
the lawn mowing and yard work.
Spock points out that children
need the solidity of a strong family.

"Children love having relatives.
TI1ey are comforted by the security
of ties of blood." He does not feel
that marriage as an institution is
going to fade away. "Marriage
under some name will continue
even if the marriage ceremony does
not."
Commenting on the value of an
extended family over a nuclear
family, Spock says that the larger
group could help to "dilute the
tensions" that naturally occur
between children and parents. It is
hard to confide in parents, he
as
compared
to
observes,
grandparents or aunts and uncles.
"The nuclear family is tense partly
because life in America is tense.
This is the American ideal : success
through competition. I would like
to see more of an emphasis on
cooperation, on a sense of local
community." f.Iowever, he does not

believe that everyone should be a
parent. "One of the great advances
of our time is_that people feel free
not to have children."
Spock answered a variety of
(Continued on page 3)

FACUL TV FACE: Arlie Mansberger
By ANN MORGAN
"The doctor who thinks his
knowledge
is
complete
is
dangerous. The doctor who knows
his knowledge is incomplete is best
prepared to take care of patients.
The M.D. degree is a license to
learn." Dr. Arlie Mans berger,
Chairman of the Department of
Surgery, is talking about medical
education and the training of
surgeons. Sitting in his new office
in the Sydenstricker wing of
ETMH, Dr. Mansberger emphasizes
the importance of a broad, general
education for doctors. In a vigorous
exposition of his ideas, underscored
by an impressive array of specific
examples, Dr. Mansberger shared
his insight with us in a 45-minute
conversation a few weeks ago.
Below are excerpts from this
conversation:
"Too often people look on
surgeons as technicians. That's a

mistake. Surgery is a discipline of
Medicine. A surgeon- is an acute
·internist who operates. He's got to
be a doctor first. Then, second, he's
a technician. When I was in training
there were surgeons who , when
you'd ask them a question about
basic science, would say, 'I don't
know anything about that. I'm a
cutting
doctor. '
There
was
obviously a nee d to train a whole
new crop of surgeons who were
complete physicians."
" I can't emphasize too strongly
the importance to the surgeon of
basic science. Almost every fac t
you learn in basic sciences has now
or will have clinical relevance. A
surgeon has to know anatomy and
physiology .
Biochemistry
is
assuming more importance. And
nutriti on, too. But all the basic
science courses are exceedingly
important."

"For example, we can use
cardiac catheterization to measure
cardiac output. Then Cardiac
Output x Hemoglobin
Concentration x Oxygen
(Continued on page 8)
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STRICKLY
OPINION
DAN STRICKLAND
My motto used to be, "Non-illegitimus caborundum," which
translates roughly as "Don't let the bastards wear you down."
Well ... like the proverbial drop, drop, drop of water on a stone, a
concavity is beginning to appear on my facade.
"They" started out small; hardly anyone (except Bullwinkle)
appeared to get upset about paying 254 for a check-cashing service
which had previously been free (and rightly so). Next "they" started
tearing up parking lots to erect colossal concrete crematoriums,
ostensibly to provide more parking for students and staff. Again no one
(except Bullwinkle) seemed to get upset that more architecturally
harmonious structures such as underground garages were not
considered. At least, if they were'considered, no trade-off analyses were
provided to us; but then why should "they" have to explain their
actions to students?
But the cane that broke the moose's back was the increase in parking
fees to $40 from the previous $18 in order to pay for the monolithic
motor-vehicle mausoleums.
So to "them" I cry, "Calf-rope, Uncle, I yield!" I bare my breast to
your grindstone. "From where the sun now stands I will fight no more,
forever."
From now on I will fmd outlets for sublimation of my craving for
self-immolation. For instance, I can praise the student council last year
for their incredibly keen perception of key problems confronting
students and their dynamic and coordinated efforts to rectify those
problems. ·They solved the student health problem by forCing the
administration to pass a regulation prohibiting illness. After all, a
medical college is no place for sick students. They solved the bookstore
problem by convincing the management to stock only books which no
one wants at prices which no one can afford; ergo no more complaints.
The council solved the suicidal gauntlet called Laney Walker Blvd. (nee
Gwinnet St.) by having the city provide a children-crossing sign for
motorists to hit instead of pedestrians.
These are but a few examples of many fruitful endeavors undertaken
by our party-time student council which deserve our highest praise.
And now that I nave performed this act of sublimation I think I will
give Playboy an interview; for I, too , have lusted after women and must
do penance.
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GSHA Goes Country
In response to the significant
shortage of primary care in rural
areas of Georgia and with
knowledge of the Vanderbilt and
Alabama groups, students from the
Medical College of Georgia and
Emory University banded together
this past summer to establish the
Georgia
Student
Health
Association. The purpose of this
group is to provide an impetus for
the
organization
of
medically-underserved
rural
communities to facilitate the
development of local solutions to
health care problems. Secondarily,
it is assumed that students
the
summer
participating in
projects run by the GSHA will be
exposed to rural life-styles and rural
problem-solvi ng.
AI ternative
methods of health care delivery,
grass-roots participation in the
resolution of health care problems,
and the participation of consumers
are primary goals of the program.
Beginning in the summer of 1977
the GSHA will operate Community
Health
Projects
in
four
communities to which it has been
invited. Such projects will consist
of histories, physicals, laboratory

.l! .
.

tests, counseling about benefits,
and health education. The student
teams will include representatives
from all schools within the Medical
College who will work under the
supervision
of
lic ense d
practitioners. Students from these
and other disciplines may also be
involved in special community
projects such as well water testing.
Other students will serve as
community workers by making
early contact with community
people and helping them prepare
for the coming of the CHP. They
will provide technical assistance as
the community develops its own
approaches to its problems.
It is obvious to all that rural
people do not have adequate access
to health care. It is incumbent upon
providers of health care to
participate in the resolution of
these difficult problems. The
Georgia Student Health Association
offers a unique opportunity for
students to aid in such solu.tions
and to simultaneously have an
unusual educational experience.
For information about the
GSHA contact Becky Meriwether,
Box 886, or call 724-8305.
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SEND US AWAY!
(OR MAYBE JUST SEND US ... )
Going away on rotation? Know a dirty old alumnus whose senility is
making him nostalgic? Want the folks back home to know what this
. place is really like? Need to prepare your Main Squeeze for his/her first
weekend visit? Have a friend with a puppy that's being house-trained?
Share a little love - and while you're after it, take time to fill out the
form below (and send us three bucks) and the CADAVER will go where
you want it to ... in a plain brown wrapper, of course ...
CADAVER SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
Please send this and subsequent issues of the 1976-77 CADAVER
to:
Name .....•...•..........•..........................
Address ..•........................·................. .
City ............... State ............... Zip .......... .
EncloSe $3.00 (checks only, please, made out to The CADAVER.
Send to: The CADAVER, Circulation Dept., Box 1919, MCG.

-::$

Editor: M. Thach Birchmore ; Associate Editor: Gerald Gussack;
Sports Editor: Lamar Collie ; Arts Editor: Ann Morgan;
Contributing Editor: Dan Strickland; News Editor: Leigh
Hutchinson; Features Editor: Joan Stevens; Classes Editor: Vicky
Saliba ; Lifestyle Editor: Mike Freeman; Society Editor: Meg
Lareiner; Literary Editor: Paul Harris; Faculty Advisor: S. David
Stoney
NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS
The CADAVER is a publication of the students of the Medical
College of Georgia. Contributions or advertising should be sent to
Box 1919, MCG, Augusta, Georgia 30902 . Local space rate is
$3.00 per column inch; National line rate is 0.37 per agate line.
Classified advertising is offere d as a service to MCG students ,
faculty and employees at a rate of $1 .50 per twenty-five words or
less. (ALL CONTRIBUTIONS MUST BE SIGNED.) Names
withheld on request.
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By A. MORGAN
Augusta College is featuring
some noteworthy films during
November. All films are shown at 6
P.M. and again at 8: 15 P.M. in the
Perform ing
Arts
Th eater.
Admission is fre e to MCG students
and faculty with ID cards.
Lina Wertmuller's film, The
Seduction of Mimi, is scheduled for
Thursday, November 4. The title
might be misleading: Mimi is a man
and his se duction is political. But
the promise of sexual farce is in a
way fulfilled. This fil m is a
frustrating
mixture
of
socio-political satire and Three
Stooges slapstick. The "spider and
the fly" bedroom romp is
justifiably famous (or infamous).
There are some truly brilliant sight
gags and very effective visuals. The
most frustrating thing about Th e
Seduction of Mimi is that there is
no clear point of view. In a film
obviously presented to be taken
seriously, this is a major flaw. As in
Wertmuller's latest film, The Seve n
Beauties, the skill is clear but the
content is uncertain. However, it
can be enjoyed as ')ust a fun ny
film" and is in any case worth
seeing for its good moments.
On Tuesday, November 9, Night
Moves, directe d by Arthur Penn
and starring Gene Hackman, will be
shown. Penn, as you may recall,
directed The Chase, Little Big Man,
A lice 's Restaurant, Bonnie and
Clyde and The Miracle Worker.
According to Judith Christ, Night

DICK[£ CH/CK/£,.n.,t

NOJ YOU ARt A

.Moves is "more than a thriller; it is
a stark and perceptive study of the
private eye."
M*A *S*H , fea turing Donald
Sutherland, ~lliott Gould, Sally
Kellerman, and Tom Skerritt, and
directe d by Robert Altman , can be
seen on November 11 . Pauline Kael
calls it "the best American war
comedy since sound came in!"
Mean Streets, scheduled for
Thursday, November 18, is set
almost entirely in New York's
Little Italy where director Martin
Scorsese grew up. Its hero is a
second-generation Italian-American,
a young man whose nature is a
mixture of religious guilt, ambition,
family loyalty, and fatalism . He is a
·nice, clean-cut, petty hood, not
quite ruthless · enough to succeed.
His decline is as inevitable as the
death of Hamlet.
"Andy Warhol's Frankenstein is
the most outrageously gruesome
epic ever unleashed." So says
Playboy Magazine. See it, if you
must, on Monday , November 22.
Presbyterian Church is a 1902
zinc mining town portrayed in
Robert Altman's McCabe and Mrs.
Miller to be shown on Tuesday,
November 30. Warren Beatty plays
a small-time gambler and Julie
Christie stars as the frizzled,
hard-nosed madame who coerces
him into setting her up in business
and splitting the profits. Leonard
Cohen's ballads help capture the
atmosphere of the place and time:
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questions from the audience ·on
such diverse topics as toilet
training, the problems of first
children, the personalities of
children raised in communes, and
LeBoyer's
"Birth
Without
Violence."
On the AMA: "[It] is one of the
strongest,
richest
lobbies in

Wishful Thinking
by a distraught nursing student

1. Please teach the people in the
ETMH cafeteria how to cook.
2. Please teach Dorothy White how
to take a hint.

Oh, it 's a pleasure to be here,
Always a laugh and good cry.
I think I'll stay here forever
Bu t please don 't question me why I
- Anonymous
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... SPOCK SPEAKS

*With apologies to "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning"

There are cJ.ances and discos on Fridays,
And th e women and beer mix for hours,
Th ough I've never quite mastered th e MCG trot,
I do not despair, for a dancer !'in not.
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Love It Or Leave It*
Oh, what a glorious campus,
Oh, what a wonderful site.
I lost my ball on th e putting green
Just around Saturday night.

9

4

If I had a day in which the
administrative "gods" would look
to me and ask, "What would you
like us to do for you?", I would
give them a list:
·
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Washington, and it's . lobbying
against good health legislation. We
need more doctors and more .
paramedical
personnel,"
but.
doctors have not always responded
to meet this need. When asked
about his political views, he says
that he used to be a Democrat but1
he has become disillusioned with
both
main
parties.
After
campaigning actively for LBJ in
1968 , thinking that Johnson was i
the peace candidate, Spock was
greatly shocked when the bombing
of Vietnam was begun only three
months after the election. "I'm a
member of the Democratic Socialist
Party, which I helped to found," he
says. "I was its presidential
candidate in 1972, its vice
presidential candidate now. It's a
people's party."

Logan's Sign

By placing the palpating hand
3. Please teach the safety division high in the ep igastrium up under
to sell only as many parking the xiphoid process, the clinician
stickers as parking places.
can quickly check for right
4. Please teach the nursing students ventricular hypertrophy. A pulse
how to be nurses and not f elt on the pads of the fingertips
will be from the abdominal aorta
librarians.
and is a normal finding. A pulse felt
5. Please
teach
the medical on the tips of the fin~ertips will he
students to study anatomy in from rne right ventricle and is a
the labs and classrooms, not on quick check for righ t ventricular
Friday and Saturday night.
hypertrophy.
(Dr. Witham of the Section of
6. Please give me the patience and
Cardiology
reportedly will give a
peace of mind to make it out of
bottle
of
champagne
to the first
this place.
person who finds Logan's Sign in
print.)
That's what I would say.
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DEARCLIT,
I AM WRITING TO YOU OUT OF
FRUSTRATED LOVE. I'M IN
LOVE
WITH
THE
MOST
WONDERFUL SEXY HUNK OF A
MAN, NORMAN BESTLY. HE IS
A
SOPHOMORE
MEDICAL
STUDENT AND HAS SO LITTLE
TIME FOR ME. I'VE KNOWN SO
MANY MEN ON A REGULAR
BASIS; IN FACT, I'M SEEN BY
APPOINTMENT ONLY. BUT THE
FIRST TIME HE TOUCHED ME,
HE REALLY TURNED ME ON. IT
WAS
LIKE
ELECTRICITY
FLOWING THROUGH EVERY
PART OF ME - MY RESISTANCE
WAS DOWN BUT MY CAPACITY
WAS MAX! NOW I ANXIOUSLY
AWAIT
HIS
EVE R Y
APPOINTMENT BUT EVERY
FORTNIGHT IS NOT OFTEN
ENOUGH. HOW CAN I MAKE
HIM COME MORE OFTEN? HE
ALWAYS SCORES HIGH WITH
ME. I'VE TRIED EVERYTHING.
I'VE WRITTEN TO HIM, LEFT
HIM NOTES, WELCOMED _ HIS
INPUT,
BEEN
QUICK
TO
RESPOND TO HIS VERY TOUCH,
YET NEVER ASKED HIM TO
STAY AFTER HE'S DONE WITH
ME. I'M EVEN WILLING TO TRY
AC/DC. I'VE NEVER BEEN
MORE THAN A TOY TO HIM,
BUT, OH, HE HOLDS THE KEY
TO MY SOUL. JUST THE
GENTLE
TOUCH
OF
HIS
FINGERS . . . OH, HOW CAN I
EXPRESS MYSELF? - I AM SO
LIMITED IN WHAT I CAN SAY.
PLEASE HELP ME. I AWAIT HIS
CALL AND THE MOMENT I
HEAR HIM SAY HELLO- Y115,
MCG, 7.
TERMINALLY YOURS ,
COMPUTER No. 2
//STOP
BYE
DONE

TH~lJ;~jER
understands me.
For example, I was briefed
thoroughly by my top advisors,
including my court jester, Earl
Butz, on the imminence of a swine
flu epidemic in my beloved
country. Now let me say first and
foremost that I love bacon just as
much as warm shoes and a tight
place to s--- (while my opponent is
in favor of loose pussy, I
understand from Playboy -which l
have
never
read,
let
me
be ... uh ... quick to add.)
therefore instituted the massive
\inoculation program, sending the
message by Dictofoam to former
Secretary of Internal Affairs,
Elizabetl1 Ray . Somehow the
message was mislaid. Derned if Butz
didn't send shoes to the pigs and
shots to ... I just had to let him go.
Now the pigs all want to go to
Eastern Europe and set up their
own Animal Farm. Meanwhile
voters, I mean Americans, are
dying.
How did I get myself into this
slop? I have always been a decent ,
honest, open: -trusting American
citizen (:without even a suggestion
of rust in my heart). Why, as a .
football player I never even wore
my helmet. What does the future
hold for me?
At Dimwit's End,
Gerold Fard
Dear Dim,
Your letter was like a shot in the
arm. It just killed me! My advice is
to promise the voters a chick and
pot in every car, and a garage, and
you'll be President for four terms.
By th e way, be sure to take your
sugar cube.
Love,
C. Russ
all
Nursing
Confidential
to
students:
next medical student
The
function will be held on December
25 in the Gilbert Manor Recreation
Center. Wear your nicest. Lassoes
provided at the door.

To Tommy Weidman: Glnd to see
Dear Terminal,
you've
finally come to grips with
I understand your situation, but
you have nothing to worry about. :your uterus envy.
He is yours. Norman was overheard Specinl Messages:
llQying with considerable lust, in
My readers have voted Earl
excited tones as he nervously
Com
e heavily
and
A-lick
grasped his butcher's coat around
Macklehannon
Mr.
and
Mrs.
his groin, "I just know the
Medicine Chest. Also a telegram
computer will go down on me
from Nymphus, Tennessee's scum
tonight."
Hooker names Mike Freeperson 's
Love,
Vulva as "Car of the Year" for an
C.Ruu
unexpected pleasure and totally
unique experience. When asked for
Dear Ms. Russ,
comment, Mike said only, "I'd
My problem is this. I try to make rather be flying. "
myself perfectly clear, carrying
forth the policy made by my
Address all correspondence to
predecessors,
but
no
one "Oit 0. Russ" and deposit in the

CADAVER mailbox. All letters will
be
critic ally,
thoughtfully,
philosophically (as well as all other
alleys) analyzed by a CADAVER
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expert (like Dr. L. I. V.). Only the
lewdest will be published. The
opinions are, understandably , sic.
Why are you here?- C.O.R.

Passed: H. R. 5546 Health
Professions Educational
Assistance Act of 1976
On October 12, 1976, Gerald Ford, current President of the USA,
signed HR 5546. Although the bill passed Congress with some technical
amendments, essentially it provides for the following:
HEALTH PROFESSIONS LOANS: Phasing out after Feb. '79- MCG
will be able to maintain this fund through 1980. Changes: Maximum
per year is tuition plus $2,500 ($3,500 max.). Recipients must show
"exceptional financial need." Interest rate will increase from three to
seven per cent after October, 1977 on new loans.
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS: Made available to medical
students for first time. Total maximum of $10,000 (must subtract any
ndsl received as undergraduate from this maximum). (Level of
appropriation has been constant; therefore, MCG will receive funds for
this at the expense of other schools already receiving funds .)
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR
STUDENTS
WITH
EXCEPTIONAL
FINANCIAL NEED: Available only to freshmen, for one year. Receive
$400/month for twelve months plus tuition, books and fees. Stipend .
will be increased annually by the same percentage as salaries of federal
employees. These studentS will subsequently have priority for NHSC
scholarships.
·
USTER HILL SCHOLARSHIPS: For students planning to enter family
practice. Maximum $8,000 per year for four years. Ten scholarships
each year nationwide.
·
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS SCHOLARSHIPS: Replaces
Public Health Service Scholarships. $400/month for twelv() months plus
tuition ,.fees, books and cost of living increases. Can petition Secretary
of HEW to practice privately in underserved area rather than in NHSC
at a Corps site. Monetary buy-out provision approximately equal to two
times the principle plus compound interest.
FEDERALLY-INSURED STUDENT LOANS: Funds available through
non-government lenders. Maximum $10,000/year; $50,000 total.
Interest up to 10% per annum. Student may defer payment of principle
until 9-12 months after completion of residency but not more than
three years after graduation. Student must pay interest on loan during
school and residency. Student may be required by lender to pay
insurance premiums.
SERVICE CANCELLATION OF LOANS: Previously physician could
petition Secretary of HEW to repay educational loans in exchange for
practice in underserved area up to 85% for three years of such practice.
This applied to all loans regardless of the source. Now, service
cancellation will be available only on HPLS and FISLS. Cancellation of
FISL will be at a rate of $10,000 per year.
CAPITATION: Will be continued with no ties to NHSC scholarship
applications or percentage of affiliated residencies in primary care. If
appropriations for capitation reach 75% of authorization, any
additional money must go to the NHSC scholarships at 50% with the
remainder divided among all other programs.
REGULATION OF TUITION PAID BY SEC. OF HEW: Tuition
increases can be refused by Secretary of HEW.
PART-TIME RESIDENCY POSITIONS: Must be made available in a
reasonable and feasible number.
LICENSURE: Secretary of HEW will develop recommended licensure
and relicensure procedures for the states.
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES INHERENT IN IMPLEMENTATION:
(1) Definition of "exceptional financial need" by HEW ; (2) Level of
appropriations.
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GETTING AWAY F ROM MCG

WHITEWATER CANOEING
By MIKE FREEMAN, Lifestyles Editor

You've seen Deliverance five stand the paddle up. You have to
times and if it hasn't whetted your have a PFD. If the Coast Guard,
appetite fo r perversions a w river, etc. catches you without one,
Ray mondo, it has interested you in well, it's your money ($50) - and
the sport of whitewater canoeing. your life.
North Georgia and the surrounding
Assuming you have all the
states provide a virtually unlimited equipment, what now? Go by your
choice of water in which to run local American Red Cross and pick
your canoe. However, like any up a copy of Canoeing or the
other water sport, canoeing has its condensed version Basic Canoeing.
dangers. The purpose of this article Either of these will provide plenty
is to give the prospective canoeist of basic information. They'll cost Skills and equipment suitable for a lake will need upgrad.ingbefore one
some basic information on what's you less than $3. Another good attempts whitewater.
available in equipment, instruction, book is McNair's Basic River
and a few points on how to avoid Canoeing.
being a primary contributor to
Start on a lake to learn your
MCG's own Pathology Department. strokes (it makes a good excuse to (1) Lock and Dam: Scenic; quiet; hiking, picnicking, fishing. Closes 9
P.M.
You need, of course, a canoe or go to Clark Hill for the afternoon).
access thereto. Lacking the latter, After you've had practice on flat
one has the option of buying either water, you can move up to fairly (2) Old Millrace: Waterfall; nice spot for a picnic or to take a book
for a few hours.
a new or used canoe of varying slow rivers and progress from there.
types. If you're planning to canoe Here are a few suggestions for river (3) Oglethorpe Park: A good place for a lunch break. Decks to watch
on rocky rivers, wooden and running:
the trees and river.
fib er gla s
canoes
are
not *Don't sit on your canoe seats.
recom m end e d.
That
leaves Kneel in the bottom of the boat. (4) Downtown Augusta: Bicentennial Park; urban delights.
aluminum and ABS plastic boats Sitting on the seat puts your center
from which to choose. For two of gravity high enough above the (5) Lake Olmstead: Another city park. Picnicking, boating if you
have or can borrow one.
adults and gear plan on a sixteen or water to make you a good
·seventeen-fo ot
boat. Anything candidate for running the ·rest of
(6) Savannah River: Some modest rapids between I-20 and 13th
shorter will give you problems in the river behind your boat.
Street. Some people tube; we prefer being on/to being in/the
shallow water, and a longer boat
water. Not to be tampered with during flood water. See
will provide maneuvering problems. *Don't (as a novice) run rivers that
accompanying article.
ABS plastic boats are generally you or at least one of your
priced around $500.00. ABS boats companions haven't run before.
are expensive but provide a durable You may get some really scenic
river boat that will take a heavy waterfall views otherwise.
pounding without becoming an *If you get caught on a rock, keep
expensive planter.
the upstream side of your canoe up
A representative aluminum canoe
(upstream gunwale up) so that
(seventeen feet) will sell for water won't completely fill your
approximately $390.00. With an boat. Otherwise you'll have to
aluminum canoe you have to decide
explain to your wife, partner,
what kind of keel you want. The husband, etc. how your $350 canoe
keel is the metal strip running along
suddenly became a $350 abstract
the bottom of the canoe that helps
sculpture.
keep you moving in a straight line.
However, a straight line is not *If you fall, jump, or get thrown out
necessarily a good idea, especially of your canoe in rapids, i.e., with
in rocks when it is sometimes rocks, float on your back (you do
advantageous to move sideways. If have your PFD on, don't you?)
your boat will be primarily for with your feet sticking out of the
river-running, choose an aluminum water. Try to float downstream feet
boat with a shoe keel (shallow keel) first. Get upstream from your boat!
or an ABS boat with no keel. Keels If you get caught between your
have a nasty way of getting caught boat and the rocks, someone else lifestyles editor Mike Freeman and unidentified date get ready for an
will have to explain how you outing.
on rocks.
part
of
the
Buying a used boat is like buying became
a used anything- experience helps. above-mentioned $350 abstract
RAICHLE BOOTS
Look for obvious damage and take sculpture.
someone who knows what they're
*If you are dumped out in the river,
~Q~~ 0~
doing along to look for less
worry about yourself and your
~~ oYY
apvarent defects.
~~
After procuring use of a boat, partner first, your equipment and
~~
you'll need a paddle and a PFD boat last.
(personal flotation device). Paddles *Finally, don't overestimate your
~~
start at about $5.00 and run up to ability and skills - and don't
For quality gear, trail
about $35.00. Choose a paddle that underestimate the river. The filming
information, freeze-dried food
you feel comfortable with. As a of Deliverance consumed 14 canoes
maximum the paddle should not and several broken bones - and
611 Georgia Avenue
HORIZON UNLIMITED
extend past your nose when you those people were experts.

QUICKIE GET-AWAYS
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News, Notes, And Commentary For The Left Hand (1 J
Compiled by the Cadaver News Service; Edited by Yenots L. D.
(Greece-CNS) In a recent poll of
the Gods conducted in the vicinity
of Mt. Olympus by CADAVER
roving reporter, I. M. Recursive,
Charles Darwin's On The Origin of
Sp ec ies by Means of Natural
Selec tion, Or The Preservation of
Favored Rac es In Th e Struggle For
Life, was overwhelmingly selected
as the most popular work of science
fiction of the contemporary era.
For the question, "What has been
the greatest achievement of the
Western mind?", responses were
equally divided. Fifty per cent of
the
respondents
cited
the
institutionalization of lying as an
acceptable component of the social
order under the guise of "politics."
The other fifty per cent cited the
development of an educational
system which mass produces
individuals
to
whom
institutionalized lying is acceptable
and/or nondiscernable.

place! The hearing was scheduled,
then cancelled, and witnesses were
asked to supply written testimony
together with answers to written
questions. The committee staff
then wrote up the material as if the
hearings had actually been held.
Regarding the affair, an aide to Sen.
Magnuson said: 'The Senator is
willing to say that apparently the
printed record doesn't reflect what
transpired and that he has the
matter under investigation.' An
HEW official observed, "If the
exercise
[budget
submission,
defense and approval] is futile
anyway, it's a great time-saver to
hold the whole hearing in writing! "
[Ed's note: poor Diogenes' report
becomes incoherent at this pointsomething about time and the
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.]

Report : N. sb. IJ. (law) The fact or
attribute of bemg, or having been,
committ~d to writing as authentic
Lie : V, intr. 1. to speak falsely (2). evidence of a matter having legal
im_portance ( 4).
We are sorry to report that our
temporary
Wash i ngton
correspondent, Eruditus Diogenes,
has suffered a psychotic break.
Fortunately we were able to get
him back to Augusta for treatment
Backgammon has been called the
and are pleased to report that an "King of Garnes" and for almost its
electrifyingly fast recovery is entire 3,000-year history has been
· expected. Here follows his last the "Game of Kings." Once played
coherent report : "(Washington, by monarchs, nobles, and the idle
CNS) - At 10 A.M. on 3 February, rich, the game played upon the
1976, in Rm. 1223 of the Dirkson field of 24 narrow triangles has now
Office Building, the Senate's Labor become popular over a broad
and
Health
Appropriations segment of society.
Subcommittee, chaired by Sen. W.
On
a
superficial
level,
Magnuson (D-Wash.), met to backgammon is pure luck - the
question senior officials of NIH most rank novice (even a dental
regarding the two billion dollars to student) could score a single victory
be spent for the betterment of the over the most capable experts.
nation's health. The 700-page However, the luck of the novice
hearing record is available from will soon decay and the more
U.S. Government ·Printing Office seasoned pro inevitably triumphs.
(Departments of Labor and Health, Still, there remain a handful of men
Education, and Welfare and Related who regularly see $1 00,000 a year
Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal slip from their pockets onto the
Year 1977 - Part 3). It was a most gammon table and yet feel certain
interesting hearing, though not so that their luck will turn with the
much due to persuasive allocation. next roll.
For exainple: (Magnuson) 'Our
The rules of the game are simple,
next witness will be Dr. Donald and even a child may learn them at
Tower of the National Institute of one sitting (freshmen Meds may
Neurological and Communicative require two sittings and a review
Disorders and Stroke. That's a session). Still, the intricacies of
mouthful ... Now that you have strategy,
positioning,
timing,
communication as part of your offense and defense challenge the
name, what new initiatives are you most sophisticated follower. No
planning in hearing disorders? ' (3) two games are identical; ties or
Nor was the (apparent) fact that draws are impossible. The skilled
35 ,000 words of oral testimony player is aware that even the most
were heard in a mere 105 minutes solid position may be suddenly
which made the hearing interesting. tumbled by the unpredictability of
What made the hearing most the dice ; yet his skill may turn
interesting was that it never took apparent disaster into sudden

(Africa-CNS)
Our
African and sand spice deposits and found
correspondent, Pierced Eagle, sends to be barren.
word of persistent rumors in many
sections of Northern Africa, that Notable Quotes Department: "The
euphoric teams of native surveyors reductionist view that evolution can
are laying out plans for several large · ultimately be understood in terms
reservations in the stinking desert of genetics and molecular biology is
of the South Sahara. Pierced Eagle, clearly in error. We must turn not
who sounded somewhat euphoric to population genetic studies of
himself, said that when questioned, established species, but to studies
the surveyors only giggled and of speciation and extinction in
broke into a rendition of "The order to decipher the higher-level
Times They Are A 'Changin' ". process that governs the general
Rumor also has it that these regions course of evolution" (5).
have been surveyed for oil, mineral,
REFERENCES
1. Title Adapted from Bruner, J. S. On Knowing: Essays for The Left Hand, New
York: Athenewn (12th printing), 1973. Titis column is dedicated to free
cognitive combinatorial play: a prerequisite of creativity. Contributions are
invited.

2. OED, Compact Edition, 1971, pg. 1617.
3. Wade, N. NIH ·Budget, Senate Committee Holds History's Quietest Inquiry,
Science 193: 1100-1101, 1976.
4. OED, Compact Edition, 1971, pg. 2445.
5. Stanley;S.M.A. theory of evolution above the species level, Proc. Nat. Acad.
Sci. 72: 646-650, 1975.

Backgammon

A Game Of Paradox

victory.
Backgammon is warfare in a
microcosm. Two opposing armies
take positions, advance, retreat, and
have both offensive and defensive .
maneuvers. The player's strategy
must be re-evaluated with each roll
of the dice. A captured piece is not
removed but must re-enter the board at the point furthest from
the goal; yet at the same time it is
thus primed to attack the opponent
in his most vulnerable position.
Backgammon has left its mark
throughout history as a means by
which many great decisions are
made . Business magnates of the
ancient Persian empire
used
backgammon
as
today's
businessman uses golf for the
discussion
of
important
transactions.
The
Yemenite
not
grant
nobleman
would
permission for a suitor to approach
his daughter until he could
demonstrate his expertise at the
backgammon table. Many military
strategies -have been develeped on
the backgammon board; it is
rumored that the commander of
the British army during the
Crimena War was backgammoned
by the commander of the Light
Brigade just prior to their foray . ..
Some of the fortunes won - and
lost - on the gammon table
include : three galleons of Inca
treasure (two sank before making

port); a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
ordered for a ducal wedding (which
was subsequently cancelled); a
collection of 16th century portraits
valued at over $6 million; the
purity of a nurse on EMTH 4S; a
half-gallon of Chivas Regal; the Isle
of Capri; and a case of Coors. The
game's
many
disciples
have
included
Rhamses I & II,
Ahenobarbus, Dupuytren, Einstein,
Jefferson, Muad Dib, Millard,
Hefner, and Arnold Schwartzman.
Currently the game enjoys the
status of near-addictiveness. Be
careful about making any mention
of the game around strange people;
otherwise, you may be assaulted by
a gammon junkie who needs 'just
one quick roll ... "
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Nice Place To Visit:
And You Might Want To Practice There
"Hurry up an d graduate and
come back. We really need doctors"
is a plea you'll hear more than once
if you spend time in any doctor 's
office in Washin gton, Georgia , a
town of 5,000 located north of·
Thompson on US 78. Washington
has five full-time doctors and draws
patients from five surrounding
counties. What is life like for a
physician in such a community?
Dr. Charles Wills graduated from
Columbia College of Physicians and
Surgeons.
His
father
and
grandfather
were
doctors
in
Washington, and t11e 65-bed Wills
Memorial Hospital is named after
his father. He is a board-certified
family practitioner with a special
interest in surgery . Dr. Wills spends
a lot of his -free time reading and
loves to entertain the operating
room staff with poetry recitations
and quizzes on history and the
classic~. He is joined by four other
physicians and two physician
assistants.
The place iliat these physicians
hold within the community is
reminiscent of a previou s era.
All summer long, patients bring
in tomatoes and cucumbers from
their gardens. Even if you don't
ask, many patients will tell you ,
"You know, t11at Dr. Ed (or Dr.
Gene), he saved my life last year."
What would a day as a physician
in Washington be like? If tl1ere is
surgery to be done, it generally
comes first. There are about 20
operations schedule d each week at
Wills
Mem orial ,
including
tonsillectomies,
hysterectomies,
cholecystectomies,
laparoscopic
sterilizations,
and
others.
Anesthesia is handled by a certified
nurse-anesthetist. A pathologist at
St. 1oseph's Hospital in Augusta
examines all biopsied material and
helps the hospital lab with quality
control.
After surgery come morning
rounds and then office hours. The
office is usually full of patients by
10:00. There may be a baby with a
fever, an obstetrics patient who was
a patient here when she was a baby,
a
depressed
man
and
his
overbearing wife , a diabetic with
ulcers on his foot, a woman who
comes in every month for
reassurance and hormone shots, and
a couple of elflerly patients with
emphysema an d erratic heartbeats.
Perhavs a man will come in with a
chain saw injury, and the P.A. will
take care of him . Occasionally, the

warden at the county jail will msh
in with an inm ate who is having a
seizure. At some point there is time
to go home for lunch.
In the afternoon there are more
office visits, perhaps interrupted by
a traveling drug salesman. The
cardiologist in Augusta who reads
ilie EKG 's may call to discuss
several patients, and it may be
necessary to call ilie outpatient
clinic at Talmadge to talk about
referring a patient. Around 5:00
the emergency room calls to say
iliey have a child with a compound
fracture . Sometimes Dr. Wills can
take care of such patients and
sometimes iliey are referred to
specialists in Athens or Augusta.
After supper, there are evening
rounds to make, starting with iliose

patients who were admitted that
day and those who will be going to
surgery in ilie morning. All the
doctors in town take turns being on
call in the emergency room at
night, but the physician's assistant
will
handle
most
on - c;tll
emergencies without consulting the
doctor. Weekends, the hospital
hires a moonlighting resident from
Talmadge. However, neither the
physician's assistant nor the
weekend doctor is expected to
deliver a baby except under unusual
circum~t an ces. Of course, patients
may call at any hour, since none of
the doctors in Washington use an
answering service.
Doctors in Washington have ilieir
share
of problems. Medicaid
payments are delayed for months.

HAPPENING

There's talk in Atlanta of putting
small community hospitals out of
business, or at least shutting down
their surgical and delivery suites.
There aren't enough spaces for
patients who are ready to leave the
hospital but need to go to a nursing
home. The nearest movie is an hour
away. But in spite of all iliis,
Washington is an attractive place to
practice
me dicine.
The
old-fashioned town square, the
charming ante-bellum homes, and
miles of good farmland make it a
pretty
place.
People
aren't
constantly moving in and out, so
getting to know entire families is
possible. And, of course, iliere's the
satisfaction iliat comes from
practicing where one is really
needed.

For My Brother

NOVEMBER2

I, too, have taken the lonely road
With a sturdy step and a solemn vow.
And I lift my head and I face the sun
And I do not know where the road goes now.

Flection Day - Election watchers at
Student Center: munchies, beer and
campus cops.
NOVEMBER3
Anatomy, MED I; Pathology, MED
II; BSMA meeting, SC, 7:00.

The way is long, and the hills are high
With stones that bruise, and dust and storm;
But from the hills you can see the starsAnd other travelers share fires to warm.

NOVEMBER4
"The Seduction of Mimi", AC, 6: 00
& 8: 15.
NOVEMBERS

So few have known th e hidden heights,
The whispering slopes, the secret springs.
I have traced the steps of th e privileged few I have seen the hope a new bud brings.

"How Sensitive Are You?", BSMA,
8:00.
NOVEMBER6
Rugby, Michelin.
NOVEMBER9

I have heard the thundering drum of life,
I have seen a moth er 's face at dawn.
I have known th e courage of autumn men;
I have rocked an infan t and seen him yawn.

Dinner Theater, Advance Tickets,
7:00, sc.
NOVEMBER 11
"M* A *S*H", AC, 6: 00 & 8 : 15.

The road may weary, but never dulls In the wind friends' voices ask where I've gone;
But the time for companions lies yet ahead'He travels fastest who travels alone.'

NOVEMBER13
BSMA Winter Dance, Omega House,
9:00.
NOVEMBER 17
Student Council, SC, 7:30; BSMA
meeting, SC, ~:00 .
NOVEMBER18
"Mean Street", AC, 6: 00 & 8: 15.
NOVEMBER19
Jesters Jam, SC, 5:00 'til, amateurs
welcome.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING is offered at cost as a service to
MCG readers. Advertisements must be prepaid and the
CADAVER reserves the right to refuse any ad not at least up to
its rather low editorial standards. Use the handy form below and
send in your $1.50 (or $2 if you don't have change) to
CADAVER, Box 1919, MCG. (Please limit your ad to 25 words.)

NOVEMBER20
Rugby, Charleston; Is it snowing at
Beech Mountain?
NOVEMBER22
Andy Warhol's "Frankenstein", AC,
6:00&8:15.

Name

MCG Address----
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... FACULTY FACE
Saturation x I .34 gives the oxygen
delivery . Specifically, suppose you
have a very sick patient. His cardiac
output is 3.5, his hemoglobin
concentration is I 0, and his oxygen
saturation is 65. (We'll assume he's
a chronic limger.) Then, using the
equation I've just mentioned, his
oxygen delivery is 305 cc/min., a
figure that's incompatible with life.
We can increase his cardiac output
by gi.vin.z him isoproterenol,
increase his hemoglobin With
packed red cells, and increase his
oxygen saturation with proper
respiratory assistance. There's · no
need for that patient to have a level
of oxygen that is incompatible with
life. So this is a good example of
how basic science knowledge is
essential to the surgeon."
"Here's a biochemical example.
In dealing with patients in shock, a
surgeon has to know the Krebs
cycle and be familiar with the
anaerobic metabolic cycle. A
patient in shock may have a normal
blood pH. However, we have to
look at the components of the pH
to know if there's metabolic
ac i d osis
wit h
respir at ory
compensation. We do blood gas
analysis - get pH, p02, pC02, and
so forth. It's -the HendersonHasselbach equation in action."
"I mentioned the importance of
nutrition. We have to know about
amino
acids
to
make
up
hyperalimentation formulas for
patients. At a place like Talmadge
it's not too unusual to have I 0
patients on hyperalimentation. I
hope I've made my point about the
need for a surgeon to know his
basic science. These things are SO
important in the care of a
critically-ill patient."
••students ge t discouraged their
first and second years. They don't
see the clinical importance of the
basic sciences. Unfortunately, you
have to have the information before
you can correlate it. Let me
emphasize, too , that there's no way
to teach everything that needs to be
taught in these two years. The M.D.
degree is a license to embark on a
learning experience that . must
continue the rest of your life.
Knowledge in basic science is
increasing exponentially. There's no
way any doctor can afford to quit
learning."
••The good student in medical
school worries a lot about tests.
When he's ready to graduate, he
thinks maybe he knows enough to
start treating patients. As he
assumes
more
responsibility,
however, he begins to recognize
what he doesn't know. He begins to
worry all over again. Now, every
patient is a test. If that doesn't

stimulate learning, nothing will."
"I think the Department of
Surgery has too little curriculum
time. The rest of your life you
cannot escape patients with surgical
illnesses. At MCG, with the entire
senior year for electives, students
can get their M.D. degrees with
only four weeks of general surgery.
I'd like them to have 10 to 12
weeks of general surgery in the
junior year, half of which is spent
in a community hospital. Then
there should be structured electives
in the senior year with the student
required to elect two or so."
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lo t of self-confidence."

** ** **

Dr. Man sberger came to MCG
four years ago. He spent 17 years
on the faculty of The University of
Maryland School of Medicine.
However, he was attracted to the
South and the southern way of life.
As he puts it : " I like Augusta. I like
MCG. As a student, and as a faculty
member, it's hard to see at first
be done
why
things can't
tomorrow. But after you have
experience you appreciate slow,
steady progress."
"One thing I appreciate about
MCG is that the faculty likes each
* * * * * *
••rve had the opportunity to other and generally respects each
train four completely qualified, other. In spite of what was said in
board-certified
lady
surgeons. the las t CADAVER, I believe that
They 're all very competent and there's good cooperation between
very
successful.
Women can basic sciences and clinical sciences."
compete in this specialty."
"We have an administration and
* * * * * *
faculty dedicate d to increasing
"There are personalities in excellence, and an environment in
medicine. A surgeon tends to be an which, in spite of the problems we
extrovert, an outgoing guy with a all have , the ou tlook is superb."

I CLASSIFIED I
Dear Whafukarwee Lady. Beware of the
evil influence of Charlotte the Harlot. I1l
miss you. Love GG.
WANTED: Semi-voluptuous female to
have torrid affair with Graduate
Physiology
Students.
Must
have
knowledge of membrane permeability.
Apply in person R & E, Rm. 3Bl.
NOTICE: Graduate Physiology Students
challenge Graduate Anatomy and
Cell-Microbiology
Students
to
beer-chugging contest. Time and place
TBA. Females provided!
String and woodwind players interested
in playing chamber music on an informal
basis contact Ann Morgan, Box 981,
MCG.
INTEREST GROUPS forming: Judo;
Canoeing; Sailing; Ballroom Dance;
International Cooking. If you're into this
or any other semi-organizable activity
and would like to meet others to share
your passion, drop a line to "INTEREST
LIASION SERVICE", CADAVER, Box
1919,MCG.

Congratulations,
~ou're in medieal sehooL
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pa~forit.
That can be a very serio us problem today. especially with
tuition costs climbing relentlessly. Yes, you can borrow. but by
the time you enter practice those debts can be substantiaL
There is an alternative - a n Armed Forces Health Professions (AFHP) scholarship. Whether you're studying to be a
physician or a dentist, whether your goal is to become an
osteopath or a n optometrist, it can pay your e ntire tuition and
fees all thro ugh medical schooL It will also provide you cvith a
substantial monthly allowa nce . In other words, if you .qualify.
one of those scholarships can give you financial independence
now, when you need it most.
·
When you're ready to go into practice. an AFHP scholarship will also have paved the way for you to start your career
under highly favorable circumstances. Yo u'll be a commissioned
officer in the military branch of your selection. Your practice
will be waiting for you. You'll step into it and know that the
challenges you'll meet will be solely medical ones and professionally stimulating.
There will also be opportunity for further study. The
Armed Forces have created extensive and outstanding clinical,
teaching and research programs. Once you decide on a specialty, you may find yourself taking the graduate medical studies
of your choice at one of their facilities.
The details· are many. But if you 'II send in the coupon,

we'll mail you literature which wi ll give you a good overview of
the scope of our operations. Why not \Nlite? We think you'll
be interested in the possibilities.

, - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ,

I
I

Z-CN-1061
PO. Box Af Peo,ia. IL 6161 4
Yes. I am in terested in Armed Forces Healt h Professions Scholarship

I Armed Forces Scholarships

I
I

I

opport unities. I understand there is no obligation .
I am especially interested in :

0 Army

0 Air Force

0 Veterinary ·
[ 0 Optometry

J

0 Navy

0 Psyc hology (PhD )'

I

City

0 Dental

I
[

Sex 0 M 0 F

Name

j Address

I
I

0 Phys ician

Phone
State

J

Zip _ __

Enrolled at

{School)

To graduate in

Degree

I

{m onth, year)
'\ktermary not available in Navy Progra m. Psychology not available in Army

I
II

I .A"";~d Forces Health Care. I
I
Dedicated to hea lth care and
I
the people who practice it
_j
L - - - -- - - - -- - -

